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The T’au Empire is spreading, its boundless ambitions yet to
be checked. Although world after world has been subsumed
under their control, the T’au believe it is only the start of their
new unified order, the first steps of a long journey that will
end in a better existence for all. In their hearts they know it is
their destiny to bring the light of truth to a galaxy drowning in
darkness, and none have the right to deny their progress
across the stars. If resistance is encountered, negotiations are
swiftly and aggressively replaced with a purely military
solution.
Codex: T’au Empire contains a wealth of background and rules – the definitive book for T’au Empire
collectors. Within, you’ll find:
- A New Empire Dawns: an introduction to the T’au Empire, their attitude toward rapid expansion
and the caste system of their society;
- The Rise of the T’au: an overview of the incredibly quick evolution of the T’au, and the sudden
arrival of the Ethereals;
- Art of War: the ancient tactical philosophies and customs still in use by T’au warriors, and their
applications to interplanetary warfare, including the arts of Kauyon and Mont’ka:
- A Destiny to Rule the Stars: the story of the T’au Empire’s expansion into the wider galaxy,
including descriptions of their first contact with the Imperium, and details of the Septs of the First,
Second and Thirds spheres of expansion;
- A map of the T’au Empire’s territories at the time of the Fifth sphere of expansion;
- The language and culture of the T’au, with a guide to names and their alphabet;
- Descriptions of the T’au Empire’s military organisation, including an example expeditionary force,
markings for 21 Septs and examples of team, helmet and battlesuit markings;
- Example colour schemes for 12 Septs;
- A timeline of major events and battles in the T’au Empire’s history;
- Background on each unit available to a T’au Empire army;
- A showcase of beautifully painted Citadel miniatures, with example armies featuring everything
from individual images of models to battle scenes on terrain.
Rules
Everything you need to get a T’au Empire army primed for games of Warhammer 40,000 is in here:
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- 38 datasheets providing rules for every T'au Empire unit and miniature;
- Army abilities reflecting the T'au Empire’s methods of war on the tabletop;
- Arsenal of the Empire: wargear both ranged and close-combat for use by the T'au Empire;
- Points values for all miniatures, weapons and wargear for use in Matched Play games;
- Supremacy Through Unity: rules for Battle-forged armies, including:
- 25 unique Stratagems, including 6 specific to the following Septs: T’au, Sa’Cea, Vior’la, Bork’an,
Dal’yth, and Farsight Enclaves
- 6 Sept Tenets: special rules for each of the following Septs: T’au, Sa’Cea, Vior’la, Bork’an, Dal’yth,
and Farsight Enclaves;
- 6 unique T’au Empire Warlord Traits, along with 6 additional Sept-specific traits – 1 each for T’au,
Sa’Cea, Vior’la, Bork’an, Dal’yth, and Farsight Enclaves Spets;
- Signature Systems: 12 pieces of bleeding-edge weapon and artefact, technology available
exclusively to the T’au;
- 6 unique Tactical Objectives.
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The Testaments
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1444624839/the-testaments.html

SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE Margaret Atwood's dystopian
masterpiece,&#xa0; The Handmaid's Tale, has become a modern classic—and now she
brings the iconic story to a dramatic conclusion in this riveting sequel. More than fifteen
years after the events of The Handmaid's Tale, the...
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The Institute
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1451202881/the-institute.html

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King, the most riveting and
unforgettable story of kids confronting evil since It— publishing just as the second part of
It , the movie, lands in theaters. In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street in
suburban Minneapolis,...
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Land of Wolves
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1450754270/land-of-wolves.html

The new novel in Craig Johnson's beloved New York Times bestselling Longmire series.
Attempting to recover from his harrowing experiences in Mexico, in Land of Wolves
Wyoming Sheriff Walt Longmire is neck deep in the investigation of what could or could
not be the suicidal hanging of a shepherd....
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Bayside Romance
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1449264026/bayside-romance.html

Fall in love at Bayside, where sandy beaches, good friends, and true love come together
in the sweet small towns of Cape Cod. Bayside Summers is a series of standalone steamy
romance novels featuring alpha male heroes and sexy, empowered women. They're fun,
flirty, flawed, deeply emotional, always...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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Permanent Record
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1475055562/permanent-record.html

Edward Snowden, the man who risked everything to expose the US government’s system
of mass surveillance, reveals for the first time the story of his life, including how he
helped to build that system and what motivated him to try to bring it down. In 2013,
twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden...
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Talking to Strangers
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1451637006/talking-to-strangers.html

M alcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1 New
York Times bestseller Outliers , offers a powerful examination of our interactions with
strangers--and why they often go wrong . How did Fidel Castro fool the CIA for a
generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think...
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